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BARCELONA, October 2018 – This Halloween, Afterpulse begins to shift! 
 

This Halloween, Afterpulse takes a new turn! 
            
     Afterpulse releases Nightcrawler-Dread Season, a new cooperative game mode that marks the first step of a new 
journey.  

 
Barcelona, October, 2018– Digital Legends Entertainment, a premier mobile developer responsible for the award-
winning Afterpulse is releasing a new co-op mode that will give the game a major makeover! Developed by 
industry veterans, Afterpulse has received tremendous acclaim as one of the best and most realistic third person 
shooters for mobile devices on the market and has been awarded both by Apple with the Editor's Choice Award 
and by Pocket Gamer with their Silver Award. 
 
The team has been working hard with the players community over the last few months listening to their feedback 
and suggestions and this major release is only the first step on a new journey of the evolution of the game. 
 
 “We have realized we have a fascinating mission ahead of us. After reaching more than 12M downloads, 
Afterpulse has managed to bring together a big community of passionate players that are relentlessly providing 
ideas, feedback and suggestions that are priceless to us.  As a result of this close relationship between our devs 
and our players, we have crafted a Roadmap that looks quite different from the original by the end of 2018 and 
2019” explains Álvaro Rico, Product Owner and Design Director of Digital Legends.  
 
Afterpulse is launching a transformed and enhanced version of the game, a sample of what it is about to come. 
This Halloween, Afterpulse is releasing The Nightcrawler-Dread Season, a new cooperative game mode that gives 
players the challenge of defeating never-ending waves of Nightcrawlers while trying to survive unscathed.  
   
The action takes place at night, under a bright full moon. Striking neon signs adorn the Motel’s new rooftop. With 
only one ally to cover their six, this team of two players will have to test their strategic skills and stand against 
merciless waves of Nightcrawlers - will they succeed? 
 
To give players the best chance to succeed on this mission, Afterpulse has released a special Sniper Set that will 
unleash every player’s inner marksman!  
 
This Halloween, the ultimate mobile shooter experience is getting even better. Afterpulse has introduced a new 
reward system that will allow players to obtain exclusive items by completing special challenges that will only be 
available during the Nightcrawler-Dread Season game mode.  
 
Afterpulse is also rolling out a chat by popular demand. By bringing players the ability to create texts to 
communicate with each other in game, this new feature intends to revamp their game experience. 
 
“We are taking steps towards a new direction, future updates will not only include new weapons or equipment, 
but there will be new maps, new game modes in existing maps and much, much more. This season intends to send 
a powerful message to the Afterpulse Community: Afterpulse is a AAA game designed by the devs, tailored to the 
community” says Álvaro Rico, Product Owner and Design Director of Digital Legends.  
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Afterpulse 3D new generation engine allows players to enjoy a real console experience using a mobile device. 
Afterpulse is growing its Android Community as it has now been optimized for play on a larger variety of Android 
devices and the game is now open in more than 200 devices. 
 
Its cutting-edge physically based deferred rendered graphics create extraordinary environments that give rise to 
highly immersive and electrifying shooter combats! The game is the result of Digital Legends’ commitment to 
respect the love for gaming and originality. The game has a growing community of over 13 million strategic 
players. 
 
For more information about Afterpulse please visit our website. 

 
 
 
About Digital Legends Entertainment 
  
The best quality on multiplayer shooters is no longer a console exclusive. This was the challenge that Digital 
Legends™ took on and adopted as their philosophy. Throughout the years, the studio has been keeping quality and 
innovation as their main pillars. As a result, Digital Legends™ is now an international reference in mobile shooters 
and one of the most sought-after studios to test state-of-the-art technology. recognized its in-depth game 
development experience and its original IP designs such as the award-winning games Kroll and AAA free-to-play titles 
such as The Respawnables™ and Afterpulse™. 
 
Digital Legends™ , The Respawnables™ (Pocket Gamer Silver Award, 45 M Downloads and 2.5 Billion Matches) and 
Afterpulse™ (recognized by Apple with the Editor's Choice Award and Pocket Gamer Silver Award) are registered 
trademarks of Digital Legends Entertainment S.L. 

For additional information, visit http://www.digital-legends.com. 

Follow Digital Legends Entertainment on Twitter @Digital_Legendsand "Like" Digital Legends Entertainment on 
Facebook at facebook.com/DigitalLegendsEntertainment. 
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